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About This Game

Neon Warp is a simple yet very unique puzzle game.

On each level there are blocks of 3 colors. When you move the frame from a block of one color to a block of another a third
color appears.

Using this technique your goal is to repaint all blocks into a single color and you need to do it with least amount of turns.

Features

150 levels

Time trial mode with 10+ levels

Full controller support

Steam achievements and leaderboards
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Trench Run is a 2D multiplayer shooter that is exclusively about shooting people, blowing them up, and having fun in the
process

The gameplay is very simple: you control your characters using only only 2 buttons and direction keys (you could play with a
NES controller), the maps are small, there's no story, no base-building, no leveling system\u2026 You can immediately buy the
game, join a server and blow stuff up. The game is very fast paced, with explosions all over the place, corpses flying across the
map, buildings getting blown up, it's very hectic and hilarious to see.

There are 5 classes available that play quite differently:
- the assault has an automatic rifle and grenades
- the demolition has a rocket launcher and C4
- the commando has a knife, flash grenades, can climb walls and defuse C4
- the sniper has a sniper and can camouflage
- the medic, only available in \u201cRun\u201d mode, has a shield, ammo boxes, and can revive his teammates

There are 2 game modes: Run and Skirmish. Skirmish is self-explanatory, it's 4 players trying to kill each other, the player with
the most kills win.

Run is a team vs team mode where the goal is to run to the other end of the map while dodging enemies and killing them.
There's a bit of tactic involved : you can try to be sneaky, hiding in a bush or using a flash grenade, or defend a strategical
corridor from a window, or be a medic and help your teammates with ammo and health.

Outside of the 2 main modes there's a lobby where players can meet in between matches, chat, play basketball, buy pets and
costumes and drink beers.

There could easily be new modes, maps and even classes created for the game as it's entirely moddable, and you can run your
own private servers.

So this game is awesome, but it has a population problem. There's generally always someone to play with, but the most I've seen
online was 6 players and sometimes I have to wait 10 minutes in the lobby for someone to connect. You can still play with bots,
they're not too bad, but playing with real people is obviously way more fun. If you're lucky and have irl friends who are into fun
games, you could play with them in local multiplayer too (up to 4 players).. Gauntlet is a great an action RPG with up to 4
players. You work your way through various levels destroying everything you come across including the props, with a handful of
boss fights a long the way. You can complete the game in about 2 hours with friends in co-op. Playing the game Solo can get
boring very quickly but with friends on mic the game becomes a lot of fun especially when the crown appears and you try to do
everything you can to make sure you end the level with it on your head...however for you achievement hunters this game is a
Herculean task, half the achievements you\u2019ll get in around 20 hours the rest is a massive grind fest killing 10k enemies
with each character to start with (there are 5 characters and you\u2019ll need the DLC for the necromancer achievements) to
get all the achievements in this game you are looking around 500 plus hours at least. If you don\u2019t have anyone on your
friends list to play this game with your in luck, there is an official discord group with dedicated players to the game and believe
me, not only are they a nice bunch of people but they are astonishing at the game, they will help you with whatever achievement
you are grinding for.. I wish the developer would donate the code to open source. I hope even he\/she realizes at this pace the
game will never be what was hoped it to be. By making it open source, the game could become better AND still distribute
through here. The "value add" would be only major releases sent through steam, while the community does the work.
. quot;Assault Spy is a stylish, fast paced, pure-action game with a dash of comedy."

Assault Spy is an action game developed by Wazen and published by NIS America. This game has received much attention
since its Early Access. In particular, Assault Spy's developer Wazen has been constantly releasing news of updates. As a result,
their efforts have received positive feedback from users. You can check their update news at the following link: 
https://steamcommunity.com/app/767930/allnews/

If you are interested in Assault Spy, you may wonder how this game has improved and evolved since Early Access. Assault Spy
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was officially announced at NIS America's press event in February. At the time, the announcement that this talented indie
developer Wazen was developing this game was enough to get a lot of attention. Three months later, Early Access began in May.
And finally in October, Assault Spy was officially released.

Its gameplay is similar to classic games you may have enjoyed. It may remind you of the Devil May Cry Series or Senran
Kagura Series. This game is also very dynamic so players will not get bored. However, Assault Spy has been upgraded with
distinctive art style and funny humor. Of course it is not perfect. It has been mentioned that this game is inconvenient to control
with keyboard / mouse. Be sure to use a game controller to enjoy this game more. This developer has solved some issues after
receiving feedback from users.

In general, Japanese art-style games tend to concentrate a lot on the game characters. For this reason, users are likely to express
concerns about the completeness of the game itself. However, Assault Spy seems to be well balanced. The characters in this
game are attractive while the action is fast and easy to understand. Furthermore, the frantic story of Assault Spy makes this
game more interesting. I am confident that the different aspects of characters and how they are entangled within the story would
be one of the main features in Assault Spy.

To summarize, Assault Spy is not perfect but has enough potential. The overall concept is great. Gameplay is full of fast paced
action with great comedy. And the game illustration and voice acting are very impressive. Of course, some control issues and
level design seem to need improvement. But given the developer's dedication to this game, Assault Spy will surely get better. So
don't worry, dive in!

[Steam] Nayanco Curator ヽ(=^･ω･^=)丿
https://store.steampowered.com/curator/33855818/
https://youtu.be/lHflJAtnxHE. On the fence but no can not recommend this game sadly, especially at this price point. Some say
it's rich and complex, yet when you begin to peel back the layers, at least I find that's not the case. The AI builds randomly in a
hodge podge of buildings mixing in residential with industry and industry with agriculture resulting in not being able to build a
realistic city; that is without without reserving all the land and placing buildings yourself or building directly in the editor. If I
wanted to place all my buildings I'd be playing another city builder that also includes transport, 3 come to mind. Realistic growth
is not possible from the AI and that's a shame, in fact it's a game breaker for me. For those that think I did not give it enough
time I was a version 3 owner, so familiar with the basic of the game from the start, frankly I had the same complaints with the
prior version but had not played it in so long had forgotten why I disliked it.

Scheduling trains and laying out track and roads is where the meat of the game is, but once you realize you have little control
over how your city develops all the fun goes away, sure you can supply parts of the city differently with goods and passengers
but the ai is still going to build randomly regardless. I'm not looking for simcity zoning here, but an AI that follows my lead at
least a little when I place a subsidiary is what I would like to see.

A moderator or dev here mentioned making some videos, should those show my points wrong I will gladly change my review. If
you don't mind placing all your buildings yourself or using the editor to build cities then this game may be for you, but if you
want your city to grow organically around you in a semi-realistic manner I'd have to say look elsewhere.. In short, the game
neither satisfied my craving for puzzles nor horror.

The game was too short and there really was not much of a puzzle to solve. There was nothing clever about it as it was just a
mini treasure hunt for keys which were placed in plain sight. I would have finished in about 5-10 minutes if it wasn't for
recurring bugs that led to me having to restart the game every time.

The horror element to the game is pretty cheap. Just a 3D model that pops up with a loud sound, a flickering light, and themed
music.

The only good thing I have to say about this is the devs are active and have fixed one bug that was causing me problems, and
will probably fix the other bugs that damaged my experience.. Dead game abandoned by its developer. Don't even consider
supporting them with this DLC. See here for more information: 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/id\/slycooperfan1\/recommended\/264120. tl;dr - Game's amazing, go ahead and buy it, help
with developing it further!
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Even though it's in Early Access and there aren't many quests available up to a certain point (but that's good for now, because
while you wait you can experience different gameplay mechanics), there certainly is a lot of stuff to do.

The game allows you to follow a path of your own choosing - either a freelance trader/supplier/freighter who picks up
assignments on the newly met space stations, or a skillful and precise pilot of a powerful fighter who gets rid of the marauder
and pirate scum - the game doesn't force you to do anything and right now you can really do whatever you want.

As a production of a "one man studio" it has a lot of content and I certainly hope that the studio will grow, for there is much
work to be done - can't wait to pursue my trader career further, for now I'm stuck wandering around the emptiness of space and
mining rocks (for that's another alternative to what I've mentioned earlier). I shall not point out all of the stuff you can find in
the game for I think you should just hop in and find out for yourself.

The creator is very helpful and active on the forums, eliminating bugs and acknowledging the tips and suggestions.

Even though I've played for a few hours, and the game has been up for less than a day (and it's already being patched up and
community suggestions are already being added to the game), I'd say it's totally worth its price.. ....

. An intereting mix of education and gameplay. The mechanic is pretty simple, and there's not too much of a difference between
the plants, aside from difficulty, but good as a casual time management game.
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Not worth the price they're asking for what little it brings.. VERY < VERy nice hill game in my opinion for 2 euro its 8/10
really :D so easy and so much funn :D
 i spend so much time in this game in pad in kaybord its AWESOME !. Was hoping this to be related in some way to the
fantastic but old dogfigher game where you fly in the house and fight with toys.

The game lacks polish. The UI (menus, dialogs, controls) are aweful. There is no way to control or change the settings while in
the tutorial. If I need to invert the axes or change mouse sensitivity I have to quit and restart the tutorial. Enabling realistic flight
mode made the plane move like a snake. absolutely out of control. May be the controls are better with xbox controller, but the
lack of polish everywhere makes me doubt that. For 2.99 it is probably a very good game for a young kid. But for any serious
players its waste of money and slot on steam.. Neat little shootem up game with bosses, LOCAL coop and other twists.
Personally not my style of game, but the demo version i was given before the steam release i put 5-6 or so hours in. Defintely
worth the price ten fold!. I love puzzle games and this one is fun. Recommended. A perfect example of what is wrong with a
large portion of the gaming industry. 8k to buy all the DLC, is that a joke. Buying the base game means you get 1% of the full
potential.. Charming and very enjoyable little indie RPG. This game can't compete with the big RPGs out there, and while
there's isn't all much depth to the story, characters or systems, the game makes up for it with loverly, charming, lighthearted
writing that's impossible not to like
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